Association mapping has permitted the discovery of major QTLs in many species. It can be applied 68 to existing populations and, as a consequence, it is generally necessary to take into account structure 69 and relatedness among individuals in the statistical model to control false positives. We studied 70 analytically power in association studies by computing non-centrality parameter of the tests and its 71 relationship with parameters characterizing diversity (genetic differentiation between groups and 72 allele frequencies) and kinship between individuals. Investigation of three different maize diversity 73 panels genotyped with the 50k SNPs array highlighted contrasted average power among panels and 74 revealed gaps of power of classical mixed models in regions with high Linkage Disequilibrium 75 (LD). These gaps could be related to the fact that markers are used for both testing association and 76 estimating relatedness. We thus considered two alternative approaches to estimate the kinship 77 matrix to recover power in regions of high LD. In the first one, we estimated the kinship with all the 78 markers located on other chromosomes than the tested SNP. In the second one, correlation between 79 markers was taken into account to weight the contribution of each marker to the kinship. 80
of power due to the use of the genotypic information both to test marker effect and to estimate K, 140
and that this was particularly strong in regions of high LD. We therefore evaluated two alternative 141 estimation strategies of the kinship matrix to increase power in GWAS. In the first one, we used an 142 estimated K matrix specific to each chromosome: only the markers that are physically unlinked to 143 the tested SNP are used to estimate K. In the second one, we weighted the contribution of each 144 marker in the estimation of K by taking into account intra-chromosomic LD. We compared in 145 simulations based on true genotypes of maize inbreds the efficiency of the different strategies to 146 detect QTLs and to control false positives. 147
MATERIALS AND METHODS 148

Statistical models for association mapping and power evaluation 149
Mixed models are now routinely used to control type I error in GWAS (YU et al. 2006) . Relatedness 150 among individuals is taken into account by considering that the random polygenic effects are not 151 independent, with a covariance matrix determined by kinship (K, with as many rows and columns 152 as individuals: N). As K includes information on both population structure and relatedness, it is in 153 general not useful to consider admixture information as fixed effects covariates (ASTLE and 154 where Y is the vector of N phenotypes, is the intercept, is a vector of N 1, is the vector of N 158 is the additive effect of locus l to be estimated, ↝ (0, 2 ) is the vector of random polygenic 160 effects, 2 being the residual polygenic variance, ↝ (0, 2 ) is the vector of remaining residual 161 effects with variance 2 , I is an identity matrix of size equal to the number of individuals (N), U 162
BALDING 2009). We therefore considered the following statistical model (denoted by
and E are independent. 163 Locus effects in this mixed model can be tested using Wald statistics (WALD 1943) . In the general 164 case, a given linear combination of fixed effects = 0 (H0 hypothesis) can be tested against 165 ≠ 0 (the alternative hypothesis H1) using: 166
where � is a vector of fixed effect estimates, L is a linear combination, � 2 and � 2 are the REML 168 . 176
Under H0, = 0 ; whereas under H1, is positive. Power can thus be determined as the probability 177 P(χ² [ = 1 ; = ] > χ² ), being the NCP and χ² = χ² [ = 1 ; =0 ; 1− ] the value of the 178 central ² (1-α) quantile, where α corresponds to the chosen type I error level. The power of the test 179 increases as the NCP increases. depends on the QTL effect (the magnitude of departure from 180 H0), the marker genotypes and the variance and covariance components. Hence in addition to the 181 heritability (through 2 and 2 ) and the relatedness between individuals (K). 183
Analytical evaluation of the impact of panel characteristics on power 184
When genotypic data are available in a given association mapping panel, it is possible to evaluate 185 analytically power at each marker thanks to the above formula. Consider a panel where N 186 individuals were genotyped at M markers (SNPs). The potential power at a given marker can be 187 investigated by setting a QTL effect β l , a background genetic variance 2 and a residual variance 188 2 to reach a given heritability h². Power at a given marker can then be related to parameters 189 characterizing the marker in the panel of interest. It is first expected to depend on allele frequencies, 190 In this article, we applied this strategy to three maize panels (see below). We represented the 201 relationship between MAF, Fst, CorK and local power with the two following approaches. In the 202 first one, analytical power was represented as level plots considering MAF and Fst as x and y-axes, 203 with the R function level.plot. The same procedure was applied to MAF and CorK. In the second 204 the markers with a MAF above 0.4, using the R function smooth.spline (HASTIE and TIBSHIRANI 206 1990) . 207
Kinship estimation 208
In practice the kinship matrix K is unknown and has to be estimated. One classically used estimator 209 was proposed by ASTLE and BALDING (2009) and is defined as:
where G i,l and G j,l are the genotypes of individuals i and j at marler l (G i,l = 0 or 1 for homozygotes, 211 0.5 for heterozygotes), is the frequency of the allele coded 1, σ l 2 is the variance of G i,l , 212 respectively. One problem that might arise from this formula and other classical estimators as the 213
Identity by State, or the formula of VanRaden (2008) , is that LD between SNPs is not taken into 214 account. As a result more weight is given in the kinship estimation to the regions of the genome that 215 carry several markers in strong LD and power may be lower in these regions. 216
We therefore considered two alternative approaches to limit this effect. In the first one, the kinship 217 matrix (K_Chr) was estimated with all the markers other than those located on the same 218 chromosome as the marker being tested. If the markers located on the other chromosomes are 219 sufficient to reliably estimate relatedness, this method is expected to reasonably control the risk of 220 detecting false positives and avoids considering in the kinship matrix markers linked with the tested 221
, where c is the considered chromosome, − is the 222 number of markers not located on chromosome c. 223
In the second approach we used all the markers as estimators of relatedness but we weighted the 224 contribution of each marker. The kinship estimator K_Freq i,j can be understood as follows: each 225 marker l yields an estimator � = 
In this formulation the optimal weights may be negative, we added extra constraints to ensure the 244 positivity of the weights, leading to the following optimization program: 245 under constraint ( ) = and ≥ 0, for all l.
(1) 246
In practice, obtaining the optimal weights requires (i) the knowledge of matrix Δ and (ii) to solve 247 the optimization problem (1). The exact expression of matrix Δ is unknown, but one can estimate 248 this matrix from the panel data using the classical moment estimator: 249
The resulting estimated matrix is then plugged into the optimization program (1). Then to solve the 251 optimization program, one should note that (1) is a quadratic problem with linear constraints, and 252 therefore can be solved using classical optimization techniques (in this article we used the R 253 package solve.QP that implements the dual method of GOLDFARB and IDNANI, 1983) . 254
The main limitation of this strategy lies in step (i): when estimating the covariance, one actually 255 replaces the expectation over all couples having the same kinship by an averaging over all 256 couples in the panel -assuming implicitly that they all have the same kinship. Even if the kinship 257 differs between couples, this weighting increases the contribution of markers with a high diversity 258 (leading to a high precision) and not highly correlated with other markers. It therefore corrects the 259 two drawbacks of the naive averaged estimator mentioned earlier. detected. We also applied a less restrictive definition of QTL detection, considering that a QTL 278 could be detected by SNPs located near it. To do so, another analysis was conducted in which 279 markers within a given genetic distance of a QTL were considered H1-markers and the others H0-280 markers. The realized false discovery rate (FDR) was defined as the proportion of H0-markers 281 among the markers declared significant. Power of QTL detection was estimated by considering that 282 a QTL was detected when at least one of the corresponding H1-markers had a significant Pvalue. 283
This general method will be exemplified with parameters specific to three maize panels described 284
below. 285
Genetic material and genotyping data 286
The above mentioned power analyses (analytical evaluation of power and simulation based 287 evaluation of alternative methods) were applied to three diversity panels of maize. The first panel 288 Finally, the relationship between LD and power along the genome can be empirically investigated 315 using two different measures of LD. Raw LD can be estimated as the squared correlation between 316 allelic doses at two loci (r²). Linkage related LD (denoted by r²K) can be estimated using the 317 (r²), possibly corrected by K_Freq (r²K), was estimated within a sample of 4000 markers regularly 319 spaced on the physical map. 320
Specific parameterization 321
For analytical investigation of power in the three maize panels, the total additive genetic variance 322 2 was set to 1000, was set to 17.9, which corresponds to a QTL explaining 8% of the total 323 genetic variance if it had a minor allele frequency (MAF) of 0.5, 2 was chosen to get an 324 heritability of 0.8. Under these hypotheses, analytical power was investigated for an α type I risk 325 equal to 1,25 10 -6 which led to a risk of 0.05 with a Bonferroni correction on 40 000 tests. We also 326 considered less stringent threshold corresponding to Bonferroni corrections on 4 000 and 400 tests, 327 although the number of tests was always the same. Power under these hypotheses was calculated in 328 To estimate kinship with the different formulas presented above, we considered that all individuals 330 were inbred and we estimated 2 as (1 − ). For comparing the different methods for kinship 331 estimation, we simulated traits influenced by 50 or 100 biallelic QTLs (QTL effects follow a 332 geometric series as in LANDE and THOMPSON (1990), with parameter a set to 0.96 and 0.98 when 50 333 or 100 QTLs were simulated, respectively). Sign of allelic effect at a given locus was assigned 334 randomly. Genotypic values of the individuals were calculated as the sum of the allelic effects at 335 these QTLs. Phenotypes were obtained by adding a residual noise following a normal distribution 336 with mean 0 and variance equal to:
2 � 1 ℎ 2 � − 1�, where the heritability ℎ 2 is set to 0.8. We 337 performed 100 runs of simulations for each scenario using the R 3. ASREML-R were very close and highly correlated. As investigations of the two criteria for QTL 343 detection (causal factor only or window around it) led to very comparable results with respect to the 344 main focus of our study, results considering a window around causal factor are therefore presented 345 as supplementary information (Table S1) . 346
RESULTS 347
Diversity and Linkage Disequilibrium in maize panels 348
Diversity and Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) were investigated within the different panels to provide 349 elements on their ability to detect QTL (ie. their power) along the genome. On average, the Minor 350
Alelle Frequency (MAF) was lower in the CF-Flint than in the other panels. Differentiation among 351 genetic groups (Fst) was higher for CF-Dent (0.15) than for C-K (0.11) and CF-Flint (0.08) ( Table  352 1). The raw LD (r²) and its correction by Kinship (r²K) were variable between and within panels 353 Above described parametrization of QTL effects was used to investigate the influence of MAF, Fst, 363 and the correlation between local and global covariance matrices (estimated as CorK_Freq) on 364 power in the three maize panels. Level plots (Figure 2) showed that the MAF, the Fst, and 365
CorK_Freq
had important effects on power, with very similar graphs in all the panels. The highest 366 power was achieved when MAF was high and Fst or CorK_Freq was low. When the MAF was 367 below 0.1, power was close to 0 even if the marker had a low Fst or low CorK_Freq. Some regions 368 of the level plots were not covered by the available markers (regions in white on Figure 2), in 369 particular there was no marker with a CorK_Freq below 0.03. Note that the graphs obtained using 370 K_Chr (or the IBS) were similar to those obtained with K_Freq and led to the same general 371
conclusions (results not shown). 372
The parameters related to power (MAF, Fst, CorK_Freq) varied between panels (Table 1, see 373 above). As a consequence from above described relationships, the mean analytical power of 374 statistical model M K_Freq varied between the three panels (Table 1) , and was higher in the C-K panel
375
(11.3%) than in the CF-Dent and CF-Flint panels (below 9.0%). 376
Variation of analytical power and CorK along chromosomes 377
Power scans (analytical power at each marker plotted against its physical position) of model 378 M K_Freq revealed an extreme variability along the genome in the three panels (Figure 3) . In all 379 panels, power at a given location ranged from zero to a maximal value, which depended on the 380 position according to a V-shaped curve (Figures 3, 4) . This maximal value was the lowest near 381 centromeres and the highest near telomeres. This global trend was particularly strong in the CF-382 larger segments. The V-shaped curve also had different local trends for the different chromosomes 384 for a given panel. For instance in the CF-Flint panel, depletion in power in centromeric region was 385 longer for chromosome 7 than for chromosome 6 ( Figure 3C) . 386
Power of model M K_Freq was in accordance with trends of CorK_Freq along the genome.
387
Correlation between the covariance matrix at the marker and the global covariance matrix (K_Freq 388 and K_Chr) was significantly lower for K_Chr than for K_Freq, and particularly in the 389 pericentromeric regions (Figure 4 ). We observed that peaks of Fst corresponded generally to peaks 
Simulation based assessment of kinship estimation on false positive control and power 396
Simulating different genetic models using the genotypes of the three panels allowed the comparison 397 of the efficiency of the three statistical models to control false positives and to detect QTLs. The 398 efficiency to control false positives depended on the genetic model (number of QTLs), the panel, 399 and the estimation procedure for K ( Table 2 ). The distribution of the Pvalues under H0 revealed that 400 M K_Freq was conservative ( Figure 5A ) whereas the alternative models M K_Chr and M K_LD gave 401 distributions closer to the expected one ( Figures 5B and 5C QTLs. This was expected, QTLs having a lower effect on the trait in the 100 than in the 50-QTLs 416
scenario. 417
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 418
Analytical investigation of potential power along the genome with usual model (M K_Freq ) 419
Power is a key parameter in association mapping, because it indicates how likely the discovery of a 420 QTL is. We presented a general method based on non centrality parameter to derive analytically 421 theoretical power at each marker locus in a given panel of individuals. It was applied to three 422 different association mapping panels. While being adjusted to the same population size, these 423 different panels had different average power. They also displayed different local patterns of power 424 along the genome. 425 index among genetic groups (Fst), and the correlation between its individual kinship matrix with 427 that estimated with all the markers (CorK_Freq when K_Freq is considered). Power at a marker 428 with a low MAF is limited, even if this marker is orthogonal to structure and kinship (Figures 2, 3) . 429
This effect was highlighted already for linkage studies (SOLLER et al. 1976 and CHARCOSSET and 430 GALLAIS 1996) and GWAS (LONSDALE et al. 2013 ) and can be explained by the fact that when one 431 of the two alleles is rare, the marker cannot contribute much to the genetic variation. The correlation 432 between kinship at single markers and the global kinship had a strong negative effect on power 433 (Figure 2) . The Fst among admixture group also had an important effect on local power (Figures 2,  434 3). This confirmed that admixture is reflected by the kinship matrix, because differentiated regions 435 higher MAF, and MAF had a stronger effect on power for less differentiated markers. These results 448
show that controlling false positives using the K_Freq model also implies reducing power at 449 differentiated markers (LARSSON et al. 2013) . It is interesting to note that no marker had a 450 theoretically, we generated for each panel a vector of zeros and ones simulating a marker genotype 452 and applied a simple exchange algorithm until analytical power reached a maximum. These virtual 453 markers (one for each panel) had analytical power much higher (above 0.8) than the maximal 454 analytical power of the existing SNPs (below 0.44 in each panel). They had a MAF of 0.5 and a 455
CorK_Freq value below 0.017. This difference illustrates that the maximum power is strongly 456 constrained by the evolution process that led to the panels. particularly in the CF-Dent panel in which LD was more extended (Figures 1, 3) . This is in good 466 agreement with published manhattan plots of GWAS results which showed a reduced number of 467 low Pvalues in the centromeric regions (BOUCHET et al. 2013; LARSSON et al. 2013 ). In our three 468 panels, we observed that this problem also arose with other classical estimators of relatedness 469 (results not shown) such as the IBS estimator or the first estimator provided on page 4416 in 470
VANRADEN (2008) 471
As MAF, Fst, LD extent, and consequently CorK_Freq were different in the three panels (Table 1) , 472 average power was highly variable among the three panels (adjusted for the same population size). 473
Among the three diversity panels, the C-K panel appeared to be the most powerful on average due 474 21 to its higher MAF, lesser LD extent and its lower relatedness. It should be noted that this analytical 475 study assumed that the variance components were known. It was therefore necessary to confirm 476 these results with simulations. Knowing that the three estimations of the kinship matrix (K_Freq, K_Chr and K_LD) were 494 efficient to control false positives, we could compare their power in a second step of simulations. 495 different threshold was evaluated at the SNPs/QTLs. The alternative models were more powerful 497 than the usual model M K_Freq (Table 3 ). In particular estimating the covariance matrix using the 498 markers on the non tested chromosome (M K_Chr ) resulted in higher power in each scenario in each 499 panel. As expected the gain of power was higher in the panel with more extended LD (CF-Dent). 500
The gain of power was lower with M K_LD , but we suppose that this approach could be improved by 501 taking into account gene density along the genome, or a priori information on genetic architecture, 502
and by using a better estimate of the covariance between the marker based estimators when 503 computing optimal marker weights. Note that further research on the K_LD estimator should also 504 consider its scalability when applied to very high dimensional datasets. 505
To check the stability of these results, when considering that a QTL could be detected by SNPs 506 located near it, we used another simulation approach, in which SNPs within a genetic window 507 around the QTL positions were considered as H1-markers and the others as H0-markers. The results 508 (Table S1 ) confirmed that at a given realized FDR, the alternative models and in particular M K_Chr 509 were more powerful than the traditional model (M K_Freq ). Considering that true discoveries were 510 within 5 cM of the QTLs, M K_Freq had a power to detect QTLs of 11%, M K_Chr of 26% and M K_LD 511 of 19% at a realized FDR of 10%, when 100 QTLs were simulated in the CF-Dent panel. 512
In conclusion, the derivation of analytical power permitted to highlight which parameters are linked 513 to power in Association Mapping. In particular the kinship between individuals (K) clearly 514 influenced the Non Centrality Parameter. Analytical power scan in three diversity panels also 515 confirmed that the way of estimating K can affect power. In particular, usual model (M K_Freq ) has a 516 23 low power in regions of high LD. We proposed two alternative approaches to recover this gap of 517 power, and we could show with simulations based on true genotypes that they were more powerful 518 at given type I risks than usual models. 519
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